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ABSTRACT
Authoring of multimedia content can be considered as com-
posing media assets such as images, videos, text, and au-
dio in time, space, and interaction into a coherent multi-
media presentation. Personalization of such content means
that it re�ects the users' or user groups' pro�le information
and context information. Enriching the multimedia content
with semantically-rich metadata allows for a better search
and retrieval of the content. To actually create personalized
semantically-rich multimedia content, a manual authoring of
the many di�erent documents for all the di�erent users' and
user groups' needs is not feasible. Rather a (semi-)automatic
authoring of the content seems reasonable.
We have analyzed in detail today's approaches and sys-

tems for authoring, personalizing, and semantically enrich-
ing multimedia presentations. Based on this analysis, we
derived a general creation chain for the (semi-)automatic
generation of such content. In this paper, we introduce this
creation chain. We present our software engineering support
for the chain, the component framework SemanticMM4U.
The canonical processes supported by the creation chain
and SemanticMM4U framework are described in detail. We
also provide an explicit mapping of SemanticMM4U frame-
work components to the processes and argue for the bene-
�ts of de�ning canonical processes for creating personalized
semantically-rich multimedia presentations.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: Mul-
timedia Information Systems; H.5.4 [Information Inter-

faces and Presentation]: Hypertext/Hypermedia
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1. INTRODUCTION
Personalization of multimedia content and the dynamic

creation of such content has been object of research for more
than a decade. Today, we �nd many di�erent scienti�c ap-
proaches as well as industrial solutions that provide per-
sonalized content to their users. However, the creation of
personalized multimedia content is still a challenging and
tedious task (cp. [9]). A practical support for the dynamic
authoring of such content is neither provided by industrial
solutions nor research projects. In addition, the systems we
�nd today exploit semantically-rich metadata for selecting
media assets and organizing them into personalized multi-
media content. However, this semantically-rich and highly
valuable source of information is not considered any fur-
ther [32]. Once the multimedia content has been created,
the semantically-rich information exploited is thrown away.
The created multimedia presentations carry either none or
only a small part of the metadata that actually has been
exploited for the creation task.
Consequently, we developed a generic and at the same

time practical support for the dynamic authoring of per-
sonalized semantically-rich multimedia presentations. This
support not only exploits the semantically-rich metadata for
the media asset selection and organization into the person-
alized multimedia content but makes this metadata explicit
and available by integrating it into the created multime-
dia presentations. In addition, it allows for deriving further
metadata during the actual organization of the media assets
into the multimedia content. The result of this research is
a software engineering approach, the component framework
SemanticMM4U (short for �Semantic MultiMedia For You�)
for authoring personalized semantically-rich multimedia pre-
sentations [32, 27]. The overall goal of the SemanticMM4U
component framework is to ease the creation of personalized
multimedia content and to derive semantically-rich informa-
tion about it. The SemanticMM4U framework is intended
as an integrated approach as we believe that the di�erent
processes can be well supported and realized by di�erent
actors in the multimedia community.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: First,

we introduce in Section 2 the general creation chain for au-
thoring personalized semantically-rich multimedia presen-
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Figure 1: General creation chain for personalized

semantically-rich multimedia content

tations. In Section 3, we present in detail the canonical
processes involved in the di�erent phases of this creation
chain. In Section 4, we describe the goals and architecture
of the SemanticMM4U component framework and provide
a mapping of the framework components to the canonical
processes. Finally, we present concrete applications using
the SemanticMM4U framework and argue for the bene�ts
of de�ning canonical processes in order to help the di�erent
actors in the multimedia community to work together.

2. CREATION OF PERSONALIZED
MULTIMEDIA CONTENT

For the creation of personalized multimedia content, we
�nd many di�erent research approaches and industrial solu-
tions. Well known examples from research are the Cuypers
engine [17, 36], the projects Opéra [3] and WAM [23, 24],
the SampLe framework [14, 15], and the Standard Reference
Model for Intelligent Multimedia Presentation Systems [7,
13]. Examples from industry are, e. g., the HotStreams sys-
tem [18] and the online bookstore Amazon [2] for text-centric
content. These systems exploit semantically-rich informa-
tion to conduct the multimedia content creation task.
Based on an extensive analysis of these and further ap-

proaches and systems [27, 32], we developed a general
creation chain for authoring personalized semantically-rich
multimedia content [27, 32, 30, 31]. This creation chain is
illustrated in Figure 1. As the schematic depiction shows, it
consists of four phases. These phases span from media query,
media organization, to the actual publishing and delivery of
the content to the users. In the following, we present the
phases of the creation chain from left to right.
Select. In the �rst phase, mono-media assets such as im-

ages, text, audio, and video are selected from the media
storages. Media storages can be any of today's o�-the-shell
media databases such as Oracle10g interMedia [25] or the
image database QBIC [19] from IBM. They can also be any
self-developed solution for storing and managing media as-
sets and their metadata. The query parameters to the media
storages are among others the users' or user groups' pro�le
information such as knowledge, preferences, interests, and
needs [8, 22, 16] and context information like location, time,
and characteristics of the end device [34, 12, 35] (described
in detail in [27, Sec. 6.2]). For example, in the context of a
mobile tourist guide the media assets of a speci�c sight are
selected based on the user's current location and the display
capabilities of the mobile device. As a speci�c user of the
guide might prefer an acoustic presentation rather than a
visual experience, only audio clips are selected.

Figure 2: Semantics exploiting, deriving, and pre-

serving in the Assemble phase

Besides returning already existing media assets that ful�ll
the query, also new media assets can be created on the �y.
For example, if an image is requested in thumbnail size but
is actually stored in full resolution, a downscaled version
of the image can instantly be created to ful�ll the request
(see [27, pp. 172]).
Assemble. In the next phase, the selected media assets

are organized in time and space into a coherent, structured
multimedia presentation. In addition, navigational interac-
tion in form of hyperlinks can be de�ned. The multimedia
presentations are created in an internal, tree-based multi-
media content representation model [30]. This internal rep-
resentation model abstracts from the features and syntax of
today's presentation formats such as SMIL [41], SVG [40],
and Flash [1]. As depicted in Figure 2, di�erent information
can be exploited for creating the personalized multimedia
content. These are the users' or user groups' pro�le infor-
mation and context information as well as arbitrary external
document structures, rules and constraints, layout and style
information, metadata associated with the media assets, and
any other kind of semantic information. For example, in the
context of a mobile tourist guide the layout of a sight presen-
tation is dependent on the display size of the used mobile
end device. This layout can be de�ned with help of tem-
plates, providing di�erent styles for di�erent users or user
groups such as children and adults. Taking the individual
user's preferences into account, the map of the explored area
only shows the sights that match the given pro�le.
While organizing the media assets into structured multi-

media content, new metadata can be derived from the cre-
ated content and the sources used to create it. As shown in
Figure 2, this metadata can be derived in two directions, for
the created multimedia content as well as for the media as-
sets used to create the content [32]. For example, arranging
a set of images in a page-based album presentation allows for
deriving information about the semantics of the created pre-
sentation and its pages based on the semantics of the used
media assets. In the other direction, placing a text close to
an image can be interpreted as a textual description of the
image. Apart from any possible metadata derived, the cre-
ated multimedia content carries at least the already existing
metadata of the employed media assets. The existing meta-
data as well as any newly derived metadata are preserved
by associating it with the created multimedia content. Fig-
ure 2 shows this exploitation, derivation, and preservation
of metadata.
Transform. In the subsequent phase�called the last

mile�the multimedia content represented in the internal
tree-based model is transformed into concrete multimedia
presentation formats [31]. Thus, we make the multimedia
presentation available to the users. Figure 1 shows the trans-



formation into the standardized formats SMIL and SVG and
the industry format Flash, targeted at Desktop PCs. If the
multimedia content is created for a mobile device, it is trans-
formed to presentation formats targeted at mobile devices
such as the Extended Mobile Pro�le of SMIL [41] and SVG
Tiny [39]. Besides the actual multimedia content, also the
metadata of the created content is transformed into the tar-
get presentation formats' syntax. Thus, the metadata are
made available with the created multimedia presentations.
This allows other applications to process and to use it. For
example, search engines can use the provided semantics to
better ful�ll the information needs of their users [32].
Present. Finally, the multimedia presentations trans-

formed into the target presentation formats are distributed
to the (mobile) end devices of the users or user groups. Here,
existing multimedia player software for the standardized pre-
sentation formats are used to render the presentations for
the actual consumption. In addition, as mentioned above
the content can also be gathered by other systems like search
engines to further process and present it to the users.
The general creation chain for authoring personalized

semantically-rich multimedia content presented in this sec-
tion is a generalization of related approaches and systems
in the �eld. As such, the general process chain is generic in
a sense that it can be employed for generating personalized
multimedia content in most di�erent domains like tourism,
e-learning, and sports news. As we will see in Section 4, this
is re�ected by implementing the creation chain in a generic
software framework. However, the general creation chain is
not to be seen as an alternative to the canonical processes
for media production. Rather, it is to be seen as a subset of
the canonical processes developed on an extensive analysis
of related work in the �eld of multimedia personalization.
This subset is described in terms of the canonical processes
for media production in the following section.

3. PROCESSES FOR AUTHORING PER-
SONALIZED MULTIMEDIA CONTENT

In the previous section, we have introduced the general
creation chain for creating personalized semantically-rich
multimedia presentations. Here, we present in detail which
canonical processes for media production are used by the
general creation chain. We present the data structures re-
quired as input and the data structures provided as output.
The data structures are described in terms of the canonical
processes. For a detailed description of the inside work of
the presented processes, we refer to earlier publications.
As described in Section 2, the general creation chain

for personalized semantically-rich multimedia presentations
consists of four phases. These four phases support eight
canonical processes for media production, organized in one
basic media production process and three complex media
production processes. The �rst phase of the creation chain
provides the complex process Select. It employs specializa-
tions of the basic canonical processes Query and Create Media
Asset. The second phase provides the complex process As-
semble. It is a composition of the two processes Assemble
Organize and Assemble Annotate, which are specializations
of the basic processes Organize and Annotate. It also sup-
ports the basic process Construct Message to create the mes-
sage describing how to organize the media assets. The third
phase realizes the complex process Transform, a combination
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Figure 3: UML diagram of the Select process

of specializations of the basic processes Publish and Package.
Finally, the last phase provides with the process Present a
specialization of the basic process Distribute. The processes
are described along the phases of the general creation chain
from left to right. Table 1 summarizes the provided pro-
cesses.

3.1 Select
Input: Query Parameter, User Query Input (optional)
Output: Set of Media Assets
Description: The complex process Select depicted in

Figure 3 selects media assets from a media storage according
to the Query Parameter stated as input. The Query Parame-
ter includes among others the users' or user groups' pro�le
information and context information (see Section 2). The
Select process can optionally also have some User Query In-
put. Here, the users specify some query parameters on the
graphical user interface of the application. For example, the
xSMART application [29] for authoring personalized photo
albums allows the users to specify selection criteria for the
photos such as exposure, similarity, sharpness, time, loca-
tion, and whether the photos are indoor or outdoor shots.
Although, this User Query Input is very similar to the Query
Parameter, it is mentioned here explicitly to show that there
can be query input from the external world to the Select
process.
The Select process retrieves media assets from a media

storage according to the provided user pro�le information
and context information by means of the media assets' meta-
data. It determines a ranked list of media assets that are of
most relevance in regard of the request. For this task, the
complex process employs the basic media production pro-
cess Query. The result set of the query is represented as a
Set of Media Assets. As shown in Figure 3, a Set of Media
Assets is a data structure that aggregates the two canonical
data structures Media Asset and Creation Metadata. It is
returned as output of the process.
The Creation Metadata can be the Media Asset metadata

stored in the database that have once been created when
the Media Assets have been created. However, in some cases
the Query process, i. e., the underlying media storage cannot
provide appropriate Media Assets directly. Then, the Select



Canonical processes Mapping of creation chain phases with canonical processes

Create Media Asset Part of Select phase. On the �y creation of media assets.
Input: A set of existing media assets.
Output: A set of transformed media assets.

Annotate Part of Assemble phase. Annotation of multimedia content with semantically-rich metadata.
Input: Multimedia content in abstract representation model.
Output: Multimedia content annotated with semantically-rich metadata.

Package Part of Transform phase. Packaging of published multimedia presentations for distribution.
Input: Multimedia content in abstract representation model.
Output: Logically or physically packaged multimedia content in representation model.

Query Part of Select phase. Query of media assets based on user pro�le and context information.
Input: Query parameters.
Output: A set of existing media assets, e. g., a part of a user photo collection.

Construct Message Part of Assemble phase. Creates the message how to organize the media assets.
Input: Pro�le and context information as well as arbitrary content organization information.
Output: Message how to organize the media assets in time, space, and interaction.

Organize Part of Assemble phase. Composition of media assets into multimedia content.
Input: Set of selected media assets.
Output: Multimedia content in abstract representation model.

Publish Part of Transform phase. Transformation of multimedia content into concrete presentation formats.
Input: Multimedia content in abstract representation model.
Output: Multimedia presentation in concrete format.

Distribute Part of Present phase. Delivering and rendering of multimedia presentations to end users.
Input: Multimedia presentation in concrete format.
Output: Real world projection of the multimedia presentation.

Table 1: Mapping between canonical processes and phases of the creation chain

process has to create the requested Media Assets on the �y
using the basic process Create Media Asset. The Query Pa-
rameter and the optional User Query Input are used for this
creation task. They are the input to the Create Media Asset
process, which instantly creates an appropriate Media Asset.
The on the �y created Media Assets are then added to the
result set of the media query as if they were already existing
in the media storage. Examples where Media Assets can be
generated on the �y are, e. g., when an image is requested
in a speci�c size, a video needs to be adapted to certain
network conditions, or a Media Asset needs to be provided
in a speci�c format. Besides creating the actual Media As-
set, also some Creation Metadata are generated. An example
of a media storage that creates Media Assets on the �y is
presented in [27, Sec. 8.7.3].
The Create Media Asset process is not obligatory in our

creation chain. If a concrete application uses an implemen-
tation of the Select process, i. e., uses a media storage that
does not support or integrate the Create Media Asset pro-
cess, the result set will just not contain any Media Assets
created on the �y.

3.2 Assemble Organize
Input: Set of Media Assets, Organize Message
Output: Multimedia Content
Description: In the basic process Assemble Organize de-

picted in Figure 4, the Set of Media Assets determined in
the Select process are assembled and composed in time and
space into coherent personalized multimedia content. In ad-
dition, navigational interaction in form of hyperlinks can be
de�ned with the created multimedia content. These hyper-
links can either refer to arbitrary points in time within the
multimedia presentation or refer to any external resources
on the Internet including another personalized multimedia
presentation.
The created multimedia content is understood as a struc-

tured artifact. It de�nes the relation of the media assets in
the three dimensions time, space, and interaction as it is sup-
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Figure 4: UML diagram of the Assemble Organize

process

ported by today's presentation formats like SMIL, SVG, and
Flash. How the Media Assets are arranged in time, space,
and interaction is in�uenced and de�ned by the Organize
Message, created by a specialization of the Construct Mes-
sage process (not shown in the UML diagram). The Organize
Message includes the users' or user groups' pro�le informa-
tion and context information, external document structures,
rules and constraints, layout and style information, or any
other kind of semantic information [27]. For organizing the
Set of Media Assets, also the Media Assets' Creation Meta-
data is taken into account. Thus, the Assemble Organize
process leverages any information provided for the multi-
media composition (as depicted in Figure 2 of the general
creation chain). The Select and Assemble Organize processes
are not necessarily conducted in a strict sequential order.
Rather, the two processes are typically conducted in loops
of selecting and organizing Media Assets.



The personalized multimedia content is represented in the
Assemble Organize process in an internal, tree-based repre-
sentation model [30]. It is applicable for the most di�erent
domains such as tourism, e-learning, and sports news. The
representation model abstracts from the di�erent syntax and
features of today's presentation formats such as SMIL, SVG,
and Flash. However, it captures the central aspects of mul-
timedia modeling [4, 5, 20], which are the temporal course,
spatial layout, and interaction possibilities of the presenta-
tion with the users. The nodes of the tree-based represen-
tation model are either Media Assets such as audio, video,
text, and images, basic composition operators like a Paral-
lel or Sequential presentation of Media Assets, or complex
and sophisticated composition operators designed to solve
application-speci�c multimedia composition and personal-
ization tasks.
Output of the Assemble Organize process is the created

personalized multimedia content in the internal representa-
tion tree. It is provided by the data structure Multimedia
Content derived from the canonical data structure Generic
Document Structure. The Multimedia Content contains links
to the employed Media Assets. The Multimedia Content is
enriched by semantically-rich metadata in the Assemble An-
notate process described in the following section. Subse-
quently, the Multimedia Content is passed to the Transform
process presented in Section 3.4 in order to be transformed
from its abstract representation into the concrete presenta-
tion formats.

3.3 Assemble Annotate
Input: Multimedia Content, Set of Media Assets, Organize

Message (optional)
Output: Multimedia Content Annotation, Media Asset An-

notation
Description: While the Media Assets selected in the Se-

lect process are organized and assembled in time, space, and
interaction into coherent multimedia content in the Assem-
ble Organize process, new metadata can be derived in the
Assemble Annotate process that semantically describes the
created multimedia content as well as the used Media As-
sets. As shown in Figure 5, input to this metadata derivation
process is the Multimedia Content provided by the Assemble
Organize process, the Set of Media Assets from the Select
process, and the optional Organize Message exploited in the
Assemble Organize process to create the Multimedia Content.
As depicted in Figure 2 of the general creation chain, the

Assemble Annotate process allows for deriving metadata in
two directions, for the created personalized multimedia con-
tent as well as the Media Assets used [32].
For the created personalized multimedia content, seman-

tics is derived among others from the Media Assets' meta-
data and the characteristics of the created Multimedia Con-
tent. For example, the parallel organization of a set of im-
ages in a page-based album presentation semantically means
that these media assets belong together and placing a text
at the top of this page can be interpreted as a headline
describing the album page. In addition, any other of the
semantically-rich information exploited in the Assemble Or-
ganize process, i. e., the Organize Message can be used to
derive further metadata about the created content. The de-
rived semantics for the personalized multimedia content is
made explicit with its transformation in the �nal presen-
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Figure 5: UML diagram of the Assemble Annotate

process

tation formats. This is conducted in the complex process
Transform presented in Section 3.4.
In regard of deriving semantics for Media Assets, one can

interpret a set of media assets that are used together in
the same section of a presentation as de�ning and sharing a
common semantic concept. This concept can then be asso-
ciated as metadata to each Media Asset in this set. A system
that allows for such semantics derivation for a selection of
images is the image database El Niño [26]. Another exam-
ple for deriving metadata about Media Assets is to identify
that two images show the same building or person. This can
be conducted based on the similarity of the images such as
their location, color distribution, or face detection and face
recognition techniques. The derived Media Asset metadata
is back-stored into the media storages from which the assets
are originally selected from.
As not all semantic derivation is hundred percent reliable,

we added a value of reliability to each piece of derived infor-
mation. This value of reliability is depending on the input
data used for the derivation as well as the method of deriva-
tion. For example, in the domain of authoring photo albums
one can base on statistical probabilities of real photo album
data to determine the reliability value of automatically de-
tecting, e. g., the title of a photo album page or the caption
of an image [6, 33]. In a semi-automatic setting, the users
provide the feedback for the correctness and reliability of
the derived semantics.
The Assemble Annotate process is triggered by the Assem-

ble Organize process. It can be triggered o� arbitrarily many
times. In fact, there can be multiple organize and annotate
loops. As the Multimedia Content is a tree-based multime-
dia content representation model, it supports these loops by
allowing to pass parts of the tree to the Assemble Annotate
process. The representation model of the Assemble Organize
process is designed such that each node can carry metadata
with an expressiveness of the Resource Description Frame-
work (RDF) [37]. We selected RDF as it supports references
to other (media) nodes within the same document. It also
supports to model information about the derived metadata
such as the mentioned reliability as well as the source and
time of derivation. Using this metadata model, annotations
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of the representation tree's nodes such as the Media Assets
and composition operators like Parallel and Sequential can
refer to any other Media Asset or operator. For example,
a text can have a reference stating that it is a description
of an image. The reference carries information which com-
ponent of the system derived this correlation, when was it
derived, and how reliable it is. We use the RDF-based meta-
data model to annotate the personalized Multimedia Content
as well as the Media Assets. The Assemble Annotate pro-
cess provides support for di�erent (semi-)automatic seman-
tics derivation methods and techniques. These can be rules,
knowledge-bases like thesauri and taxonomies, or plain pro-
gramming of the semantics derivation functionality [32].
The semantics derived in the Assemble Annotate process

is returned as the canonical data structures Multimedia Con-
tent Annotation for the Multimedia Content and Media Asset
Annotation for the Media Assets. Both are specializations of
the generic data structure Artifact Annotation.

3.4 Transform
Input: Multimedia Content, Multimedia Content Annota-

tion, Set of Media Assets, Media Asset Annotation, Annotation
for Publication, Output Format
Output: Multimedia Presentation

Description: In the complex process Transform depicted
in Figure 6, the personalized Multimedia Content in the ab-
stract representation model is transformed to the syntax and
features of the concrete presentation formats [31]. This is
realized by a specialization of the canonical process Publish.
Besides the transformation of the actual multimedia content,
also the metadata that describe the content are mapped to
the target formats' syntax. Thus, input to the Transform
process are besides the Multimedia Content created in the
Assemble Organize process the derived Multimedia Content
Annotation and Media Asset Annotation from the Assemble
Annotate process.
Subsequent to the transformation of the personalized

semantically-rich multimedia content to the concrete pre-
sentation formats, the presentations with their Media Assets
are either logically or physically packaged. Thus, also input
to the Transform process is the Set of Media Assets, i. e., the
Media Assets with their Creation Metadata from the Select
process. The Media Assets are in particular important for
packaging the Multimedia Content in a physical output doc-
ument. Here, the specialized complex process Transform and
Physical Package is employed. It is applied for presentation
formats that physically package the content structure with
the Media Assets such as Flash. The complex process Trans-
form and Logical Package is a specialization of the Transform
process, which is applied for presentation formats that refer
to the used Media Assets by links only. Examples are SMIL
and SVG as well as their mobile subsets.
The input Annotation for Publication provides creation

metadata of the entire presentation such as copyright, ti-
tle, and author of the presentation. It is typically provided
by the concrete personalized multimedia application using
the Transform process. The Output Format speci�es into
which concrete presentation format the multimedia content
is transformed. It is dependent on the users' preferences and
the supported presentation formats and capabilities of the
end device.
The Multimedia Content in the representation model is

transformed by applying application-independent transfor-
mation algorithms [31] into di�erent presentation formats
like SMIL, SVG, and Flash. While transforming the con-
tent, also its RDF-based metadata are collected. This meta-
data are stored with the multimedia content in the �nal
presentation format. This can be conducted in two ways:
If the presentation format supports integrated storage of
the multimedia content and the content's metadata, this
approach is pursued. As RDF-based metadata can be seri-
alized into XML [38], the metadata can be integrated in the
header of XML-based presentation formats such as SMIL
and SVG using the <metadata>-tag. If an integrated stor-
age of metadata and multimedia content is not provided,
the RDF-based metadata are stored in a separate �le. An
example is the industry standard and binary presentation
format Flash.
Output of the Transform process are the personalized mul-

timedia presentations in the concrete formats like SMIL,
SVG, and Flash, together with their metadata. These
personalized semantically-rich multimedia presentations are
packaged into the data structure Multimedia Presentation,
a specialization of the canonical data structures Multimedia
Package and Published Document. The Multimedia Presenta-
tion is passed to the Present process described next.



3.5 Present
Input: Multimedia Presentation
Output: Real World Projection
Description: In the last phase of our creation chain,

the basic process Present makes the personalized multimedia
presentations accessible to the users. Input to the process is
a Multimedia Presentation from the Transform process, com-
prising the personalized semantically-rich multimedia pre-
sentation in a concrete presentation format. The presenta-
tion is delivered to the users' (mobile) end device for the ac-
tual rendering and consumption. A rendering environment
puts the personalized multimedia presentation into life. It is
responsible to calculate and render the temporal and spatial
course of the presentation as well as to handle the user inter-
action in form of hyperlinks. If a hyperlink refers to a point
in time within the presentation, the rendering environment
jumps to this point in time to continue the presentation's
display. If the hyperlink refers to an external resource such
as another personalized multimedia presentation, the ren-
dering of the current presentation is stopped and the referred
resource is displayed (either as replacement of the current
presentation or in a new window). In order to re�ect the
users' or user groups' pro�le information and context infor-
mation, an external personalized multimedia presentation is
typically created on the �y. For it, the hyperlink provides
all the information needed in order to identify the user or
user group and to create the content accordingly.
Besides displaying the presentation directly after the

Transform process, the presentations can also be �rst de-
livered to another system. Such a system could be an Inter-
net search engine that gathers and indexes semantically-rich
presentations to provide its users for a better search and re-
trieval of such content. Finally, these systems allow the users
to access and consume the presentations.

4. SemanticMM4U FRAMEWORK
So far, we have introduced the general creation chain for

personalized semantically-rich multimedia presentations in
Section 2. In Section 3, we described in detail the canonical
processes supported by this chain. Considering the creation
chain and the processes involved, one can say that neither
research approaches nor systems we �nd in industry today
provide a generic and at the same time practical support for
dynamically creating personalized semantically-rich multi-
media presentations. In addition, todays approaches merely
exploit semantically-rich information and derive new meta-
data in order to create the multimedia content. Once the
content is created, this highly valuable source of information
is thrown away and not further used.
In order to provide a generic and at the same time practi-

cal support for creating personalized semantically-rich mul-
timedia presentations, we pursue with the SemanticMM4U
framework a software engineering approach. The overall
goal of the SemanticMM4U framework is to provide applica-
tion developers support for an easier creation of personalized
multimedia content and allowing them to enrich this con-
tent with semantically-rich metadata. The SemanticMM4U
framework provides generic implementations of the phases
of the general creation chain. It integrates previous work for
authoring personalized multimedia content [27, 30, 31, 29,
28] with deriving semantically-rich metadata while creating

the content. The metadata are made available for further
use by integrating it into the �nal presentations.
The SemanticMM4U framework is aimed at embracing

and integrating di�erent research in the �elds of multime-
dia content personalization and metadata derivation rather
than re-inventing personalized semantically-rich multimedia
content creation. The component-based architecture of this
framework is introduced in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, we
present the relationship of the presented canonical processes
to the components of the SemanticMM4U framework. In
Section 4.3, we show how the SemanticMM4U framework
can be used by other applications. Finally, we argue for why
de�ning canonical processes helps application developers in
utilizing the framework.

4.1 Architecture
The architecture of the SemanticMM4U framework is de-

picted in Figure 7 as UML component diagram. It shows
the six components of the framework and their central in-
terfaces. The User Pro�le Accessor and Media Pool Accessor
components provide access to a uni�cation of user pro�le and
context information (so-called uni�ed user pro�le [27]) and
to media assets. The central interface of the User Pro�le Ac-
cessor component is IUserPro�le providing the user pro�le
and context information. The Media Pool Accessor compo-
nent has two central interfaces, IMedium as well as IMedi-
aList providing media assets and their metadata. The user
pro�le information, context information, and media meta-
data are exploited for the multimedia composition task in
the Multimedia Composition component. Within this com-
ponent, the media assets selected by the Media Pool Ac-
cessor component are organized in time, space, and interac-
tion into the personalized multimedia content. The content
is represented in a tree-based, object-oriented model. The
nodes of the multimedia content tree are of type IVariable.
They are passed to the Metadata Derivation component,
which derives further metadata about it. Once the per-
sonalized semantically-rich multimedia content is created,
its object-oriented representation is passed to the Presenta-
tion Format Generators component. Here, the content and
its metadata are transformed into the concrete multimedia
presentation formats. Finally, the semantically-rich multi-
media presentation in its �nal presentation format is passed
to the Multimedia Presentation component, using the in-
terface IMultimediaPresentation. This component actually
renders and displays the presentation on the end device of
the user.

4.2 Mapping the Processes to Components
In the previous section, we have presented the component-

based architecture of the SemanticMM4U framework. Here,
we map the processes presented in Section 3 to the com-
ponents of this framework. The Select process is realized
by the components User Pro�le Accessor and Media Pool
Accessor. The User Pro�le Accessor component merely pro-
vides access to the users' or user groups' pro�le information
and context information. This information is passed to the
Media Pool Accessor component. This component actually
conducts the query and creates media assets on the �y if
necessary. The Assemble Organize process is implemented
by the Multimedia Composition component. It takes the
media assets from the Media Pool Accessor component and
organizes them into multimedia content in the internal rep-
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Figure 7: UML component architecture of the Se-

manticMM4U framework

resentation model. The Metadata Derivation component
provides the metadata derivation of the Assemble Annotate
process. It works on multimedia content provided by the
Multimedia Composition component. The implementation
of the Transform process is realized by the Presentation For-
mat Generators component. It takes the multimedia con-
tent in the representation model and transforms it to con-
crete presentation formats. Finally, the presentations in the
concrete formats are passed to the Multimedia Presentation
component, which implements the Present process.

4.3 Using the Framework
The SemanticMM4U framework can be used in arbitrary

applications that need to provide personalized multimedia
content to their users, publish and distribute it in di�erent
presentation formats for di�erent (mobile) end devices, and
annotating it with semantically-rich metadata. The Seman-
ticMM4U framework and thus the presented processes have
already been used for the development of many applications
in di�erent domains. For example, we developed a person-
alized multimedia sports news ticker [27], a context-driven
smart authoring tool [32, 29], and a generic personalized
city guide [28]. These applications use some or all processes
de�ned in our general creation chain. They leverage the
processes in di�erent con�gurations, i. e., they use di�erent
implementations of the framework components. These and
further applications are described in detail in [27].
The SemanticMM4U framework is also used by other

research groups. For example, the multimedia database
METIS [21] developed at the Research Studios Austria
uses the SemanticMM4U framework implementation of the
Transform process to provide dynamically created multime-
dia content in di�erent multimedia presentation formats.
For it, the Transform process is provided as web service [27,

Sec. 10.4] to the researchers. This web service has been
made available to the general public. Within the CoCoMA
project [10], which is part of the DELOS network of ex-
cellence [11] funded by the European Commission, the pro-
cesses Assemble Organize, Transform, and Present are used.
Other possible use of our framework is employing the Se-
lect process solitary. Here, an application can use the cor-
responding components storing media data as well as user
pro�le information and context information and providing
media retrieval based on this information.

4.4 Benefits of Identifying the Processes
Identifying the canonical processes for creating personal-

ized semantically-rich multimedia content provides in gen-
eral for a better understanding of the creation chain of such
content. Mapping the processes to the components of the Se-
manticMM4U framework in Section 4.2 supports researchers
and industry in using the framework. Users typically de-
scribe their approach or system in terms of processes. Hav-
ing such a description, one can identify whether the required
functionality is provided by one or more of our framework
components. Once the processes for a speci�c application
are identi�ed, the framework components needed to imple-
ment the application can be directly derived.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented the general creation chain

for personalized semantically-rich multimedia presentations.
To provide generic and at the same time practical support
for this creation chain, we pursue a software engineering
approach with the SemanticMM4U component framework.
We have presented the canonical processes provided by the
creation chain and described how these processes have been
implemented in the SemanticMM4U framework. The frame-
work provides application developers a software engineering
support for creating personalized semantically-rich multime-
dia presentations. By the nature of software frameworks, the
components of the SemanticMM4U framework can be ex-
tended and adapted in regard of application speci�c require-
ments. Thus, employing component technology allows for an
easy exchange and replacement of the framework's function-
ality by di�erent implementations. Considering with our
SemanticMM4U component framework the entire creation
chain for personalized semantically-rich multimedia presen-
tations, we strongly believe that the de�nition and design of
the presented processes are a helpful abstraction and make
the processes exchangeable and reusable. They will help dif-
ferent research groups as well as industry to work together
on personalized content creation and metadata derivation.
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